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Appendix  
 
The document entitled “Appendix to Visualization modes” is to be considered as  Appendix 
I  to the present document. References such as Appendix I.X refer to section X in that 
document. 
 
 
1. Introduction to VisualBeads and MovieBeads 
 
VisualBeads and MovieBeads are computer program for the visualization of bead, or bead-
and-connector models. It generates graphics files that can be processed by common, public 
domain graphic utilities.  
 
VisualBeads produces snapshots – static images – of the bead models. In the present 
version, it works in the following modes: 
 
• mode =1 is for models composed of beads which are all of the same size. The output 

file has a pseudo-PDB format and can be visualized by any graphics program that 
accepts this file, as the well-known RasMol tool. 

• modes =2 and 3 is for models of beads of arbitrary size. The visualization program is 
the famous raytracing software PovRay, which generates high quality images with an 
excellent rendering. 

• modes =4  and 5 ARE NOT AVAILABLE YET 
• mode =6 is  for models of beads of arbitrary size. The ouput file is in the VRML 

format, and can be visualized using the public-domain Cortona VRML viewer. 
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In mode =1, the image is monochrome. In the other modes beads and connectors can have 
user-chosen colors. The code for colors is 
 
• icol = 1, white 
• icol = 2, red 
• icol = 3, yellow 
• icol = 4, blue 
• icol = 5, green 
 
In model=5, two more colors are accepted: 
 
• icol=6, pink 
• icol=7, sky blue 
 
VisualBeads handle models with spherical beads, and optionally also accepts cylindrical 
connectors. For users of the programs in the HYDRO suite, the connectors will not be 
neccessary; they are mainly intended for other cases that treat flexible chain-like structures. 
 
MovieBeads produces animated visualizations – movies – of bead models, from data 
previously taken by the user along a simulated trajectory 
 
 
2. Working with VisualBeads: input and output files  
 
VisualBeads works in a simple way; all you have to know is the structure of the input files. 
When the program is launched, it will ask for the name of the main input file (for instance, 
visual-dat.txt  , but any other name is feasible). VisualBeads can process any 
number of cases in a single run. Thus, the main input file will contain a series of blocks, 
one for each case; each block will have the following lines: 
 
• MODE (INTEGER), operating mode, as described above 
• COORDFILE (CHARACTER*30), bead coordinates and connectors file. It will be a text 

file, and its name and extension are free; for instance:  coorconn.txt. 
• COLORFILE (CHARACTER*30), bead and coonnectors colors file. It will be a text file, 

and its name and extension are free; for instance:  colors.txt . 
• VISUALFILE (CHARACTER*30), is the output file containing the visualizable model. It 

will be a text file, and its name is free, but it will be given without an extension this 
case without extension; for instance:  mymodel , but not mymodel.txt  or 
mymodel.pdb . (The extension will be automatically assigned, according to MODE) 

 
The end of this main input file will be marked with  a single MODE line with the value –1  
 
The coordinates and colors files are extremely simple, and you will have no problems to 
produce them manually, with a text editor, or automatically with your own computer 
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program (perhaps the one that you have programmed to build the structures for the 
HYDROXXX or SIMUFLEX programs). Other programs in HYDROXXX or SIMUFLEX 
packages may also produce these files, so that users of these packages can employ 
VisualBeads as an ancillary tool for visualizing their models. 
 
 
The first (coordinates and connectors, generically named COORFILE) file has the 
following contents:  
 
• NBEADS (INTEGER) Number of beads.  
• Then the following NBEADS lines will contain: 
   INDEX  (INTEGER)  X (REAL)   Y (REAL)    Z (REAL)   E (REAL) 
 where INDEX  is the index of the bead (INDEX =1,2,....NBEADS, consecutively), X, Y 
and Z are the bead Cartesian coordinates, and E is the bead radius 
• NCONN (INTEGER) Number of connectors. If there are no connectors, give zero here.  
• Then the following NCONN (if NCONN is not zero) lines will contain: 
   INDEX  (INTEGER)  I1 (INTEGER)   I2 (INTEGER)    RAD(REAL)    
  where INDEX  is the index of the connector (INDEX =1,2,....NBEADS, consecutively),  
I1 and I2 are the indices of the beads joined by the connector, and RAD is the radius of the 
cylindrical connector  
 
The connectors go from the center of one bead to the center of the other one, although only 
the part that is outside the two spheres will be visible. 
 
The second (colors, generically named COLORFILE) file has the following contents:  
 
 
• NBEADS (INTEGER) Number of beads.  
• Then the following NBEADS lines will contain: 
   INDEX  (INTEGER) ICOL1  (INTEGER)   
 Where INDEX  is the index of the bead (INDEX =1,2,....NBEADS, consecutively), and   
ICOL1 is the color of the bead. 
• NCONN (INTEGER) Number of connectors. If there are no connectors, give zero here.  
• Then the following NCONN lines (if NCONN is not zero), will contain: 
  INDEX  (INTEGER) ICOL  (INTEGER)   
 where INDEX  is the index of the bead (INDEX =1,2,....NBEADS, consecutively), and   
ICOL2 is the color of the connector.  
 
The outome of running VisualBeads is a series of files, one for each case, with the name 
that you gave to each VISUALFILE (e.g. mymodel) , padded with an extension; for 
instance, mymodel.vrml .  The extension depends on the graphics mode: 
 
• Mode 1 : .pdb  
• Mode 2 : .ppv  
• Mode 3 :  .pov 
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• Modes 4 and 5, N/A 
• Mode 6 : .vrml 
 
A file named logfile.txt is produced. It contains some internal messages, and can be 
disregarded. 
 
 
3. RasMol visualization (Mode 1)  
 
See Appendix I.2 for information RasMol,  an extremely simple and popular tool, and how 
it is used here to visualize bead-and-connector models. 
 
Our implementation of RasMol visualization is monochrome, and therefore the scheme of 
colors (which still has to be supplied in file COLORFILE) yields a fixed outcome. Also, the 
implementation is inteded for models with beads of identical size. The program checks that 
all the beads are identical; otherwise, it proceeds taking for all the beads the radius of bead 
number 1  
 
Note that Rasmol in the Display mode Spacefill shows the beads in the actual size, but the 
connectors are not seen. In the  Display mode Ball & Stick, the connectors are displayed, 
but the bead sizes are reduced by the Rasmol program 
 
4. PovRay visualization (Modes 2 and 3)  
 
These modes implement a visualization procedure based on the acclaimed PovRay program 
for ray tracing. See Appendix I.3 for information about PovRay, and how it is used here to 
visualize bead-and-connector models. 
 
While the excellent quality of the visualization is the main advantage of PovRay, the 
disadvantage is that, unlike in RasMol or VRML modes, it offers an unique view of the 
structure: the image generated cannot be rotated to see it from another perspective. 
 
The information to be processed by PovRay has, essentially two parts: (a) one specifying 
camera, light sources, etc, and (b) another giving the data (size, position, colors) of the 
elements of the structure (beads and rods, in our case). 
 
We have implemented the PovRay visualization in various modes: 
 
• Mode 2, “Pre-POV”. The file produced, with extension .ppv does not suffice to produce 

the image; it only contains the information mentioned in (b), above paragraph.  The user 
has to supply another file, named header.inc, coded in PovRay lenguage, where the 
additional data mentioned in (a) is provided. 

• Mode 3, “Full POV”. This mode produces a self-sufficient POV file, including both 
blocks of information. Two important details of our implementation are: 
1. The structure is rotated, so that it can be seen from a perspective that maximizes 

the information on its shape.  
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2. Also, the position of camera and light sources are estimated according to the 
position (after rotation) and size of the structure. 

• Mode 4 NOT AVAILABLE AS YET 
 
• Mode 5 NOT AVAILABLE AS YET 
 
 
6. VRML visualization (Mode 6)  
 
This mode, again inteded for bead-and-(eventually)-connector models,  produces a graphics 
file in the standard VRML format. In order to visualize this file, you need a VRML viewer. 
We recommend the Cortona (Windows) and FreeWRL (Linux) viewers. With them, you 
can see the models with any perspetive, being able to rotate the model, zoom in and out, 
etc. For more details see Appendix I.4 
 
Cortona has not (or at least we don’t know about it) an utility to export the images to 
standard graphics files (bmp, jpeg, etc). Then one has to capture the imate to the clipboard, 
and paste it into a graphics program. In MS  Windows this can be made with Paint. The 
procedure is: (1) display the Cortona image full screen  (2) Enter Ctrl-PrintScreen (Spanish: 
Ctrl-ImprPant) (3) Open Microsoft Pain  (4) Enter “Paste” (5) With the tool for rectangular 
selection, cut the desired portion of the image; this generate a bitmap of the selection (6) 
Open another Paint file and Paste the selection to it; alternatively, open any graphics 
program that would accept bitmaps and Paste the selection to it. 
 
 
7. Working with MovieBeads 
 
MovieBeads works in a simple way; all you have to know is the structure of the input files. 
When the program is launched, it will ask for the name of the main input file (for instance, 
movie-dat.txt , but any other name is feasible). MovieBeads can process any number 
of cases in a single run. Thus, the main input file will contain a series of blocks, one for 
each case; each block will have the following lines: 
 
• MODE (INTEGER), operating mode, as described below 
• TOPOLFILE (CHARACTER*30), topology (connectivity) file. It will be a text file, and 

its name and extension are free; for instance:  topology.txt. 
• COLORFILE (CHARACTER*30), bead and coonnectors colors file. It will be a text file, 

and its name and extension are free; for instance:  colors.txt . 
• COORDFILE (CHARACTER*30), bead coordinates and connectors file. It will be a text 

file, and its name and extension are free; for instance:  coorconn.txt. 
• VISUALFILE (CHARACTER*30), is the output file containing the visualizable model. It 

will be a text file, and its name is free, but it should include the extension .vrml ; for 
instance:  mymovie.vrml  
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The end of this main input file will be marked with  a single MODE line with the value –1  
 
In the present version, the only valid value of MODE is 7, corresponding to the generation 
of a VRML animated file. 
  
The first file, generically named TOPOLFILE file contains information about bead sizes 
and connectivity, with the following structure:  
 
• NBEADS (INTEGER) Number of beads.  
• Then the following NBEADS lines will contain: 
   INDEX  (INTEGER)  ,  E (REAL) 
 where INDEX  is the index of the bead (INDEX =1,2,....NBEADS, consecutively), and E 
is the bead radius 
• NCONN (INTEGER) Number of connectors. If there are no connectors, give zero here.  
• Then the following NCONN (if NCONN is not zero) lines will contain: 
   INDEX  (INTEGER)  I1 (INTEGER)   I2 (INTEGER)    RAD(REAL)    
  where INDEX  is the index of the connector (INDEX =1,2,....NBEADS, consecutively),  
I1 and I2 are the indices of the beads joined by the connector, and RAD is the radius of the 
cylindrical connector  
 
The connectors go from the center of one bead to the center of the other one, although only 
the part that is outside the two spheres will be visible. 
 
The second (colors, generically named COLORFILE) file has the following contents:  
 
 
• NBEADS (INTEGER) Number of beads.  
• Then the following NBEADS lines will contain: 
   INDEX  (INTEGER) ICOL1  (INTEGER)   
 Where INDEX  is the index of the bead (INDEX =1,2,....NBEADS, consecutively), and   
ICOL1 is the color of the bead. 
• NCONN (INTEGER) Number of connectors. If there are no connectors, give zero here.  
• Then the following NCONN lines (if NCONN is not zero), will contain: 
  INDEX  (INTEGER) ICOL  (INTEGER)   
 where INDEX  is the index of the bead (INDEX =1,2,....NBEADS, consecutively), and   
ICOL2 is the color of the connector.  
 
The third file generically named COORFILE contains the time-changing coordinates of the 
beads, with the following structure 
 
• First line: NFRAMES (INTEGER) Number of frames in the movie 
 
Then, there will be a series of NFRAMES*NBEADS blocks of lines. Each block is for each 
of the successive frames that will make the movie, and contains one line per bead, with the 
following information: 
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• IFRAME (INTEGER) , frame number ; INDEX  (INTEGER) frame number ; X (REAL)   

Y (REAL)    Z (REAL) , are the bead Cartesian coordinates.  
 
The outome of running VisualBeads is a series of files, one for each case, with the name 
that you gave to each VISUALFILE (e.g. mymovie.vrml) 
 
8. Notes and hints 
 
The case with only connectors (no beads) cannot be handled; note that even if beads are not 
to be displayed, still their coordinates, which correspond to the joints of the connectors, are 
required. The trick to visualize images with connectors only may be to give bead radii equal 
or smaller than the corresponding connector radii; the beads will be scarcely noticeable. 
 
 
9. Release notes  
 
This is the second released version of VisualBeads;  the previous one was Version 0.b  
The main changes are the additions of the RasMol and PovRay modes, and the animations 
in MovieBeads 
 
 
 
 
Good luck and enjoy VisualBeads  and MovieBeads! 
 
This is the end of the present document.  
 
 
 
 
 


